Prof. Sean Hsiang-lin Lei Gives a Taiwan Lectures on Chinese Studies Online

NCL cooperated with Tel Aviv University, Israel, invited Prof. Sean Hsiang-lin Lei, Research Fellow at the Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica to give the third “Taiwan Lectures on Chinese Studies” on December 22.

The lecture entitled “The Dawn of Western Science as Cultural Authority in China: Tianyanlun (On Heavenly Evolution) in the Post-1895 Debate over Preserving China’s Dogma”. In this Speech, Prof. Lei introduced the long-term struggle between traditional Confucian dogma and Western Science in Modern Chinese History. And how Tianyanlun became the crucial text which lead Western Science wan cultural authority in China.

NCL hold 8 overseas Taiwan Lectures on Chinese Studies every year, with “Taiwan Resource Center for Chinese Studies (TRCCS)” partners. We even tried to co-host events online in 2020, and maintain international academic exchange under covid-19 pandemic.
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